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A. In a recent paper, M. Green and P. Griffiths used R. Thomas’ work on nodal
hypersurfaces to sketch a proof of the equivalence of the Hodge conjecture and the exis-
tence of certain singular admissible normal functions. Inspired by their work, we study
normal functions using Morihiko Saito’s mixed Hodge modules and prove that the exis-
tence of singularities of the type considered by Griffiths and Green is equivalent to the
Hodge conjecture. Several of the intermediate results, including a relative version of the
weak Lefschetz theorem for perverse sheaves, are of independent interest.

1. I

Let S be a complex manifold. Let H = (HZ, F•HC) be a variation of Hodge structure
of weight −1 with HZ torsion free on S . Then H induces a holomorphic family of compact
complex tori π : J(H) → S . Let J(H) denote the sheaf of holomorphic sections of π. The
exact sequence

0→ HZ → H/F0H → J(H)→ 0

of sheaves of abelian groups on S induces a long exact sequence in cohomology. Writing
clZ : H0(S , J(H)) → H1(S ,HZ) for the first connecting homomorphism, we find that, to
each holomorphic section ν of π, we can associate a cohomology class clZ(ν) ∈ H1(S ,HZ).

Assume now that j : S → S̄ is an embedding of S as a Zariski open subset of a complex
manifold S̄ [24, Definition 1.4]. If U is an (analytic) open neighborhood of a point s ∈ S̄ ,
we can restrict clZ(ν) to U ∩ S to obtain a class in H1(U ∩ S ,HZ). Taking the direct limit
over all open neighborhoods U of s, we obtain a class

σZ,s(ν) ∈ (R1 j∗HZ)s = lim
−→

s∈U

H1(U ∩ S ,HZ).

We call this class the singularity of ν at s, and we say that ν is singular on S̄ if there exists
a point s ∈ S̄ with a non-torsion singularity σZ,s(ν).

In this paper, we will study σZ,s(ν) when ν is an admissible normal function; that is,
a horizontal holomorphic section of π satisfying a very restrictive (but, from the point of
view of algebraic geometry, very natural) constraint on its local monodromy. These normal
functions were systematically studied by Morihiko Saito in [24]. Following Saito, we write
NF(S ,H)ad for the group of admissible normal functions.

Our interest in singularities of admissible normal functions arises naturally from the
study of primitive Hodge classes using the family of all hyperplane sections, in relation
with the Hodge conjecture. To define these, we fix some notation.
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1.1. Let X be a smooth projective complex variety of dimension 2n with n an integer and
let L be a very ample line bundle on X. Set P̄ := P̄L := |L| and let

X := XL := {(x, f ) ∈ X × P̄ | f (x) = 0}.

We call X the incidence variety associated to the pair (X,L). Let pr : X → X denote
the first projection and π : X → P̄ denote the second projection. Let d := dim P̄. Then
X is smooth of dimension r := 2n + d − 1 because pr is a Zariski local fibration with
fiber Pd−1. Let X∨ ⊂ P̄ denote the dual variety and let P := P̄ \ X∨. Then the restriction
πsm : π−1P → P is smooth and, hence, determines a variation of Hodge structure H of
weight −1 over P = P̄ − X∨ with integral structure HZ = R2n−1πsm

∗ Z(n)/{torsion}.

1.2. Let H be a pure Hodge structure of weight −1. Then,

J(H) = Ext1(Z(0),H)

in the category or polarizable mixed Hodge structures is the intermediate Jacobian of H.
If V is a smooth projective variety define Jp(V) = J(H2p−1(V,Z(n)). Recall that for such a
variety V , the Deligne cohomology groups H2p

D
(V,Z(p)) fit into a short exact sequence

0→ Jp(V)→ H2p
D

(V,Z(p))→ Hp,p(V,Z(p))→ 0

where Hp,p(V,Z(p)) := Hp,p(V) ∩ H2p(V,Z(p)) is the group of Hodge classes. Moreover,
the sequence is functorial with respect to morphisms between smooth, projective schemes.

In particular, given a pair (X,L) as in (1.1), let Hn,n(X,Z)prim denote the subgroup of
primitive classes in Hn,n(X,C) ∩ H2n(X,Z) (i.e., classes killed by cupping with c1(L)). Let
Y be a smooth hyperplane section of X. Then, by the functoriality of Deligne cohomology,
a class ζ ∈ Hn,n(X,Z)prim defines a point

AJY (ζ) ∈ Jn(Y)/Jn(X)

and hence a section AJ(ζ) : P → J(H)/Jn(X). By [24, Remark 1.7 (iii)], the resulting
normal function AJ(ζ) admissible. (In the above construction, the necessity of passage to
the quotient by Jn(X) can be removed by making a choice of lifting ζ̃ of ζ to H2n

D
(X,Z(n)).)

Note that, for any p ∈ P̄,σp(Jn(X)) = 0. Therefore, we obtain a map τp : NF(P,H)ad /Jn(X)→
(R1 j∗HQ)p where j : P→ P̄ is the open embedding.

The following Theorem is one of the main results of this paper.

Theorem 1.3. Let X and L be as in (1.1). Pick a positive integer k and set X = XLk and
P̄ = |Lk |. Let p ∈ P̄. Then

(i) We have a commutative diagram

Hn,n(X,Z)prim AJ //

αp

��

NF(P,H)ad /Jn(X)

τp

��
H2n(Xp,Q(n))

βp // (R1 j∗HQ)p

where αp is induced by restriction and tensoring with Q, and βp is a map induced
from the decomposition theorem of Beilinson, Bernstein and Deligne [3].

(ii) There is an integer N, depending only on X, such that, for k ≥ N, the restriction
of βp to the image of αp is injective.
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Remark 1.4. In fact, as the proof of Theorem 1.3 will show, the conclusion of part (ii) of
the theorem holds as long as N is large enough that the the vanishing cycles of a Lefschetz
pencil of hyperplane sections of Lk are non-zero for k ≥ N. In Proposition 5.9 we quote a
result from [1] to show that there is such an N. However, recently, Dimca and Saito have
shown that N = 3 suffices [9].

Motivated by work of Green and Griffiths [10], we apply the theorem to show that the
Hodge conjecture is equivalent to the following conjecture concerning normal functions.

Conjecture 1.5. Let X and L be as in (1.1). For every non-torsion primitive Hodge class
ζ, there is an integer k such that AJ(ζ) is singular on |Lk |.

By an argument of B. Totaro stated in a paper of Thomas [26] and recast in the language
of the present paper in Theorem 6.5 below, the Hodge conjecture is equivalent to the state-
ment that, for every pair X,L as in (1.1), and every ζ ∈ Hn,n(X,Z)prim, there is an integer k
and a p ∈ P̄ = |Lk | such that αp(ζ) is non-torsion. From this we obtain the following result.

Theorem 1.6. Conjecture 1.5 holds (for every even dimensional X and every non-torsion
primitive middle dimensional Hodge class ζ) if and only if the Hodge conjecture holds (for
all smooth projective algebraic varieties).

Proof. Suppose first that Conjecture 1.5 holds. Then, for every ζ ∈ Hn,n(X,Z)prim with
dim X = 2n, there exists k ∈ Z and p ∈ |Lk | such that τp(AJ(ζ)) is non-zero. Since the
diagram in Theorem 1.3 is commutative, this implies that αp(ζ) is non-zero. Thus, by
Theorem 6.5, the Hodge conjecture holds.

Suppose conversely that the Hodge conjecture holds. Then, again by Theorem 6.5, for
every ζ ∈ Hn,n(X,Z)prim with dim X even, every ample line bundle L on X, and every k � 0,
there is an p ∈ |Lk | such that αp(ζ) is non-zero. By part (ii) of the theorem, this implies
that β ◦ αp(ζ) is non-zero. Hence, by the commutativity, AJ(ζ) is singular at p. �

In the paper of Green and Griffiths [10], a result analogous to Theorem 1.6 is stated,
where P̄ = |Lk | is replaced by a modification of S̄ → P̄ such that the inverse image of
X∨ is a normal crossing divisor. This result, which we recover by our methods in Corol-
lary 7.22, seems weaker than Theorem 1.6 in the direction of proving the Hodge conjecture
but stronger in the converse direction.

We have two intermediate results which may be particularly interesting in their own
right. The first is Lemma 2.18 which gives a criterion for the intermediate extension functor
j!∗ of [3] to preserve the exactness of a sequence of mixed Hodge modules. The second is
Theorem 5.1 which we call the “perverse weak Lefschetz.” It is a relative weak Lefschetz
for families of hypersurfaces.

The organization of this paper is as follows. In §2, we study the general properties of
admissible normal functions and their singularities. In particular, we show that the singu-
larity is always a Tate class which lies in the local intersection cohomology, a subgroup
of the local cohomology. In §3, we generalize the notion of absolute Hodge cohomol-
ogy slightly. In §4, we introduce some notation concerning the decomposition theorem
of Beilinson-Bernstein-Deligne and Saito. In §5, we prove the perverse weak Lefschetz
theorem alluded to above. In §6, we prove Theorem 1.3 and Theorem 6.5 which together
complete the proof of Theorem 1.6.

As mentioned above, the last section, §7, links our work directly to that of Green and
Griffiths [10]. Doing this involves showing that certain types of singularities of admissible
normal functions do not disappear after modification of the base. This answers a question
of Green and Griffiths (see note at bottom of [10, p. 225]).
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The appendix by N. Fakhruddin improves the perverse weak Lefschetz and one of its
consequences (Theorem 5.11) by adding certain hypotheses.

Notation. A complex variety will mean an integral separated scheme X of finite type over
C. Following Saito, we write dX for dim X to shorten some of the expressions. If E is a
locally free sheaf on X and s ∈ Γ(X,E), we write V(s) for the zero locus of s [11].

By a perverse sheaf we mean a perverse sheaf for the middle perversity. If f : X → Y
is a morphism between complex varieties, we write f∗, f!, f ∗, f ! for the derived functors
between the bounded derived categories of constructable sheaves following the convention
of [3, 1.4.2.3]. However, we deviate from this convention is §7 where we write f∗F (instead
of H0 f∗F) for the usual push-forward of a constructible sheaf F.

We write MHS for the category of mixed Hodge structures which are graded-polarizable
in the sense that each graded piece is polarizable. When necessary for clarity, we write
MHSR for the category of mixed Hodge structures with coefficients in a ring R. Similarly,
we write VMHS(S ) or VMHSR(S ) for the category of (graded-polarizable) variations of
mixed Hodge structures with R coefficients over a separated analytic space S .

Remarks 1.7. The reader might guess that analogues of the results in this paper can be
obtained in characteristic p by replacing mixed Hodge modules by mixed perverse sheaves.
Indeed this is the case. For example, we expect that analogues of our main results hold
when the Griffiths intermediate Jacobian is replaced with the `-adic intermediate Jacobian
of [4].

The paper [6], which appeared on the ArXiv shortly after the present paper, has a parallel
investigation of singularities of primitive Hodge classes. While we use Theorem 5.1, [6]
uses an argument base on the perverse hard Lefschetz theorem.

Acknowledgments. We would like to thank P. Griffiths who generously shared his ideas
on singularities of normal functions with us during our stay at the Institute for Advanced
Study in 2004–2005. We would also like to thank P. Deligne and M. Goresky for very
helpful discussions on intersection cohomology and mixed Hodge modules as well as
C. H. Clemens, M. Green, R. Hain and R. Kulkarni for several other useful conversations.
We are particularly indebted to N. Fakhruddin, M. Saito and the referee for significant help
with several aspects of the paper.

2. A    I C

Let j : S → S̄ be an open immersion of smooth complex manifolds. If E is a local
system of Q-vector spaces on S and s ∈ S̄ is a closed point, we set

Hi(E)s := lim
−→

s∈U

Hi(S ∩ U, E)

where the limit is taken over all open neighborhoods U of s. If i : {s} → S̄ denotes the
inclusion morphism, then Hi(E)s = Hi({s}, i∗ j∗E). (Note our convention for j∗. We also ask
the reader to distinguish between the integer i and the morphism i based on the context.)

2.1. Now suppose that S̄ is equidimensional of dimension d and j : S → S̄ of (2.1) is an
open immersion of S as a Zariski open subset of S̄ [24, Definition 1.4]. The local system
E defines a perverse sheaf E[d] on S (since S is smooth). Moreover, by intermediate
extension, it defines a perverse sheaf j!∗E[d] on S̄ . Adopting the standard notation, we set

IHi(S̄ , E) = Hi−d(S̄ , j!∗E[d])

IHi(E)s = Hi−d({s}, i∗ j!∗E[d]).
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Note that, j!∗E[d] maps to j∗E[d]: it is defined as a subobject of p j∗E[d] := pH0( j∗E[d])
in the category of perverse sheaves and j∗ is left t-exact. Therefore we have natural maps

(2.2) IHi(S̄ , E)→ Hi(S , E); IHi(E)s → Hi(E)s.

Lemma 2.3. The maps in (2.2) are isomorphisms for i = 0 and monomorphisms for i = 1.

Proof. Since j∗ is left t-exact, we have a distinguished triangle

(2.4) p j∗E[d]→ j∗E[d]→ pτ≥1 j∗E[d]→ p j∗E[d + 1].

By [3, 2.1.2.1], Hi(pτ≥1 j∗E[d]) = 0 for i ≤ −d. Therefore, the map p j∗E[d] → j∗E[d]
induces isomorphisms

Hi(S̄ , p j∗E[d])→ Hi(S , E[d]),

Hi(p j∗E[d])s → Hi( j∗E[d])s

for i ≤ −d. Moreover, we have injections H−d+1(S̄ , p j∗E[d]) → H−d+1(S , E[d]) and
H−d+1(p j∗E[d])s → H−d+1( j∗E[d])s.

Similarly, there is an exact sequence

(2.5) 0→ j!∗E[d]→ p j∗E[d]→ F → 0

in Perv(S̄ ) where F is a perverse sheaf supported on S̄ \ S . It follows that Hi(F) = 0 for
i ≤ −d. The result now follows immediately from the long exact sequence in cohomology
(resp. local cohomology at s) induced by (2.5). �

2.6. Suppose that H is a variation of Hodge structure of weight −1 on S . We write
NF(S ,H) for the group of horizontal normal functions from S into J(H). By [24], there is
a canonical isomorphism NF(S ,H) = Ext1VMHS(S )(Z,H). Moreover, if we let VMHS (S )ad

S̄
denote the subcategory of variations of mixed Hodge structure on S which are admissible
with respect to the open immersion j : S → S̄ , then the group Ext1

VMHS (S )ad
S̄

(Z,H) is a

subgroup of NF(S ,H). Following [24, Definition 1.4], we call these the admissible normal
functions with respect to S̄ and write NF(S ,H)ad

S̄
for this group.

Remark 2.7. Let ν ∈ NF(S ,H) be a normal function on S . Let Shv(S ) denote the category
of sheaves of abelian groups on S and write r : VMHS(S ) → Shv(S ) for the forgetful
functor taking a variation of mixed Hodge structure H on S to its underlying sheaf of
abelian groups HZ. Then clZ(ν) is the image of ν under the composition

NF(S ,H) = Ext1VMHS(S )(Z,H)
r
→ Ext1Shv(S )(Z,HZ) = H1(S ,HZ).

Similarly, suppose j : S → S̄ is as in (2.1) and i : {p} → S̄ is the inclusion of a point. Then
the map σZ,p : NF(S ,H) → H1(HZ)p is given by the composition of the above displayed
equation with

H1(S ,HZ)→ H1(S̄ ,R j∗HZ)→ H1({p}, i∗R j∗HZ).

We leave the verification of these compatibilities to the reader. In fact, we will always work
with the above formulation of clZ and σZ,p, and the reader who is willing to take the above
composition as the definition of σZ,p can dispense with this verification.

The following is a type of “universal coefficient theorem” for variations of mixed Hodge
structure and normal functions.

Lemma 2.8. Let S be as in 2.1.
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(i) Let V and W be variations of mixed Hodge structure on S . If π0(S ) is finite, then
the natural map

HomVMHSZ(S )(V,W) ⊗ Q→ HomVMHSQ(S )(VQ,WQ)

is an isomorphism.
(ii) If π0(S ) is finite and π1(S , s) is finitely generated for each s ∈ S , then the natural

map
Ext1VMHSZ(S )(Z,W) ⊗ Q→ Ext1VMHSQ(S )(Q,WQ)

is an isomorphism.
(iii) If the conditions of (ii) are satisfied, then, for any variation of pure Hodge struc-

ture H of weight −1 on S , the natural map

NF(S ,H) ⊗ Q = Ext1VMHSZ(S )(Z,H) ⊗ Q→ Ext1VMHSQ(S )(Q,HQ)

is an isomorphism.

Proof. (i) is obvious, and (iii) follows directly from (ii). We leave to the reader the fact
that the map in (ii) is injective. To see that it is surjective, suppose

0→WQ → V
p
→ Q→ 0

is an exact sequence of rational variations of mixed Hodge structure on S . Assume first
that S is connected. Then, using the fact that π1(S , s) is finitely generated, we can find a
lattice VZ ⊂ V such that VZ ∩WQ = W. We then have p(VZ) = αZ for some α ∈ Q∗.
Scaling by α we obtain the desired result.

We leave the case where S has finitely many connected components (where we may
have to scale by more than one α and add up the results) to the reader. �

Corollary 2.9. Under the assumptions of Lemma 2.8 and the notation of (2.6), we have

NF(S ,H)ad
S̄ ⊗ Q = Ext1VMHS(S )ad

S̄
(Q,HQ).

Proof. This follows directly from the Lemma 2.8 because admissibility of variations of a
mixed Hodge structure V depends only on VQ. �

Definition 2.10. If H is a Q-VMHS, we call ν ∈ Ext1VMHS(S )ad
S̄

(Q,H) an admissible Q-

normal function. We write NF(S ,H)ad for the group of such functions (and NF(S ,H) for
Ext1VMHS(S )S̄

(Q,H))). We write cl : NF(S ,H)→ H1(S ,H) and σp : NF(S ,H)→ (R j∗H)p

for the obvious analogues of clZ and σZ,p.

The main result of this section is the following.

Theorem 2.11. Let j : S → S̄ be an open immersion of smooth manifolds as in (2.1) and
let H be a Q variation of pure Hodge structure of weight −1 on S . The group homomor-
phism cl : NF(S ,H)ad

S̄
→ H1(S ,H) factors through IH1(S̄ ,H). Similarly, for each s ∈ S̄ ,

the map σs : NF(S ,H)ad
S̄
→ H1(H)s factors through IH1(H)s.

We will use a few lemmas concerning the intermediate extensions of perverse sheaves
and mixed Hodge modules on S . The first concerns the fact that j!∗ is “End-exact” when ap-
plied to perverse sheaves on S ; that is, it preserves injections and surjections. In N. Katz’s
book [15, p. 87], this fact is stated and a proof is sketched. For completeness and the
convenience of the reader, we give a proof here.
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Lemma 2.12. Let j : S → S̄ be an open immersion as in 2.11. Suppose that the sequence

0→ A
f
→ B

g
→ C → 0

is exact in Perv(S ). Then j!∗( f ) is an injection and j!∗(g) is a surjection in Perv(S̄ ).

Proof. By [3, Prop 1.4.16], pj! is right-exact and pj∗ is left-exact. From the definition of
the intermediate extension functor [3, 2.1.7], we have the following commutative diagram
with exact top and bottom rows.

pj!A //

����

pj!B //

����

pj!C //

����

0

j!∗A //
��

��

j!∗B //
��

��

j!∗C
��

��
0 // pj∗A // pj∗B // pj∗C

The proposition now follows from chasing the diagram. �

2.13. For “ ” a separated reduced analytic space, we write MHM( ) for the category of
mixed Hodge modules on “ ” and MHM( )p for the category of polarizable mixed Hodge
modules [21, 2.17.8]. (It is understood that a left upper p stands for “perversity”, while a
right upper p stands for “polarization” in this paper.) If j : S → S̄ is an open immersion
as in (2.1), then we write MHM(S )p

S̄
for the category of polarizable mixed Hodge modules

on S which are extendable to S̄ . Recall that a mixed Hodge module M in MHM(S ) is
said to be smooth if rat M is isomorphic to E[dS ] where E is a local system on S where
rat : MHM(S ) → Perv(S ) denotes the functor of [21, Theorem 0.1]. By [21, Theorem
3.27] we have an equivalence of categories

VMHS(S )ad
S̄ � MHM(S )ps

S̄

where the right hand denotes the full subcategory of MHM(S )p
S̄

consisting of smooth mixed
Hodge modules.

Definition 2.14. If a, c ∈ Z, then we say that an object M in MHM( ) has weights in the
interval [a, c] if GrW

i M = 0 for i < [a, c].

We write j!∗ : MHM(S )S̄ → MHM(S̄ ) for the functor given by

j!∗M = im(H0 j!M → H0 j∗M).

By [21, 2.18.1], both j! and j∗ preserve polarizability. Therefore, for M in MHM(S )p
S̄

,
j!∗M is in MHM(S̄ )p.

Lemma 2.15. If M is an object in MHM(S )p
S̄

with weights in the interval [a, c], then j!∗M
also has weights in [a, c].

Proof. By [21, Proposition 2.26], H0 j!M has weights ≤ c and H0 j∗M has weights ≥ a.
Since maps between polarizable mixed Hodge modules are strict with respect to the weight
filtration, the functor GrW

i : MHM(S̄ )p → MHM(S̄ )p is exact [7, Proposition 1.1.11] for
each i ∈ Z. It follows that j!∗M = im(H0 j!M → H0 j∗M) has weights in [a, c]. �

2.16. The functor j!∗ is not in general exact. However, for C, A pure of respective weights
c and a in MHM(S )p,

Ext j(C, A) = 0 if c < a + j.
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This is stated explicitly in the algebraic case in [21, Eq. 4.5.3]; however, the proof given
there clearly applies to the polarizable analytic case.

From this and the fact that j!∗ commutes with finite direct sums, we see that j!∗ preserves
the exactness of the sequence

(2.17) 0→ A
f
→ B

g
→ C → 0

provided A is pure of weight a and C is pure of weight c with c < a + 1.

Lemma 2.18. Suppose that the entries in (2.17) consist of objects in MHM(S )p
S̄

where A
is pure of weight a and C is pure of weight c with c ≤ a + 1. Then the sequence

(2.19) 0→ j!∗A
j!∗( f )
→ j!∗B

j!∗(g)
→ j!∗C → 0

is exact in MHM(S̄ )p.

Proof. Write i : Z → S̄ for the complement of S in S̄ . The lemma will follow mainly
from [3, Corollary 1.4.25] which gives the following description of the intermediate exten-
sion in our context.

(*) j!∗B is the unique prolongement of B in MHM(S̄ ) with no non-trivial sub-object
or quotient object in the essential image of the functor i∗ : MHM(Z)→ MHM(S̄ ).

Here we have used the fact that rat : MHM( )→ Perv( ) is faithful and exact to deduce
(*) from the corresponding statement in [3].

By (2.16), we already know that the theorem holds for c ≤ a; thus, it suffices to consider
the case c = a + 1.

By Lemma 2.15, we know that j!∗B has weights in the interval [a, c]. By Lemma 2.12
and the exactness of GrW , we know that GrW

c j!∗B = j!∗C ⊕ D for some object D in
MHM(S̄ )p which is pure of weight c. By the definition of j!∗B, we know that D is sup-
ported on Z. But, since j!∗B surjects onto D via the composition

j!∗B� GrW
c j!∗B� D

this contradicts (*) unless D = 0.
Thus GrW

c j!∗B = j!∗C. By similar reasoning, we see that GrW
a j!∗B = j!∗A. �

Lemma 2.20. Let S be as in Theorem 2.11. Then the functor VMHSQ(S )ad
S̄
{ MHM(S )p

S̄
sending a variation V to V[d] induces isomorphisms

ExtiVMHSQ(S )ad
S̄

(V,W)
�
→ ExtiMHM(S )p

S̄
(V[d],W[d])

for i = 0, 1.

Proof. For i = 0 this follows from [21, Theorem 3.27]. For i = 1, this follows from the
(easy) fact that an extension of smooth perverse sheaves is smooth. �

Corollary 2.21. Suppose j : S → S̄ and H are as in Theorem 2.11. Then the restriction
map

Ext1MHM(S̄ )p (Q[d], j!∗H[d])
j∗
→ Ext1MHM(S )p

S̄
(Q[d],H[d]) = NF(S ,H)ad

S̄

is an isomorphism.

Proof. Lemma 2.18 shows that j∗ is surjective. On the other hand, suppose ν ∈ Ext1MHM(S̄ )p (Q[d], j!∗H[d])
given by the sequence

0→ j!∗H[d]→ B→ Q[d]→ 0
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is in the kernel of j∗. Then there is a splitting s : Q[d]→ j∗B. Applying j!∗ to s, we obtain
a splitting Q[d] → j!∗ j∗B. But it is easy to see from Lemma 2.18 that B = j!∗ j∗B (as both
are extensions of Q[d] by j!∗H[d]). Therefore ν = 0. It follows that j∗ is injective. �

Proof of Theorem 2.11. The diagram

(2.22) Ext1MHM(S̄ )p (Q[d], j!∗H[d])
j∗ //

rat

��

Ext1MHM(S )p
S̄
(Q[d],H[d])

rat

��
IH1(S̄ ,H)

j∗ // H1(S ,H)

commutes. The assertions in Theorem 2.11 are, thus, a direct consequence of the fact that
the arrow on top is an isomorphism (2.21). �

2.23. Suppose H is a Q-mixed Hodge structure. We call a class v ∈ HQ Tate of weight
w if it can be expressed as the image of 1 under a morphism of mixed Hodge structures
Q(−w/2)→ H (for some even integer w).

Theorem 2.24. Let H be a Q variation of pure Hodge structure as in Theorem 2.11. Then,
for s ∈ S̄ , the class σs(ν) ∈ IH1(H)s is Tate of weight 0.

To prove Theorem 2.24, we are are going to use a general fact about mixed Hodge
modules on reduced separated schemes of finite type over C; that is, we use a result from
the theory of mixed Hodge modules in the algebraic case. If X is such a scheme, we write
MHM(X) for the category of mixed Hodge modules on X. If X is any proper scheme in
which X is embedded as an open subscheme, then the category MHM(X) is equivalent to
the category MHM(Xan)p

X
an . Here, as in [21, p. 313] where this statement is proved, Xan

denotes the underlying analytic space associated to X.

Lemma 2.25. Let X be a reduced separated scheme of finite type over C, and let M
and N be objects in Db MHM(X). Then there is a natural Hodge structure on the group
HomDb Perv(X)(rat M, rat N) and the image of the natural map

HomDb MHM(X)(M,N)
rat
→ HomDb Perv(X)(rat M, rat N)

consists of Tate classes of weight 0.

Proof. Let π : X → SpecC denote the structure morphism. Then

(2.26) HomDb Perv(X)(rat M, rat N) = rat H0π∗Hom(M,N)

where Hom(M,N) denotes the internal Hom in Db MHM(X). Since MHM(SpecC) is
equivalent to the category of polarizable mixed Hodge structures with rat taking a Hodge
structure to its underlying Q-vector space, the above isomorphism puts a mixed Hodge
structure on HomDb Perv(X)(rat M, rat N). We leave the rest of the verification to the reader.

�

Proof of Theorem 2.24. Given a ν ∈ NF(S ,H)ad
S̄

, let ν ∈ Ext1MHM(S̄ )p (Q[d], j!∗H[d]) denote
the unique class such that j∗ν = ν (2.21). Let i : {s} → S̄ denote the inclusion morphism.
Then, by Theorem 2.11, σs(ν) is the image of ν in IH1(H)s = Ext1Perv({s})(Q[d], i∗ j!∗H[d])
under the composition

HomDb MHM(S̄)(Q[d], ( j!∗H[d])[1])
i∗
→ HomDb MHM({s})(Q[d], i∗( j!∗H[d])[1])
rat
→ HomDb Perv({s})(Q[d], i∗( j!∗H[d])[1]).
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By (2.25), the result follows. �

3. A H 

3.1. For a separated scheme Y of finite type over C let aY : Y → SpecC denote the
structure morphism and let Q(p) denote the Tate object in MHS = MHM(SpecC). Let
QY (p) := a∗YQ(p) in Db MHM(Y). (To simplify notation, we write Q(p) for QY (p) when
no confusion can arise.) For an object M in Db MHM(Y), set

Hn
AH(Y,M) = HomDb MHM(Y)(Q,M[n]).

The functor rat : MHM(Y)→ Perv(Y) induces a “cycle class map”

rat : Hn
AH(Y,M)→ Hn(Y,M)

to the hypercohomology of rat M. Note that Hn
AH

(Y,Q(p)) = Hn
D

(Y,Q(p)) for Y smooth
and projective and in this case rat is simply the cycle class map from Deligne cohomol-
ogy. Following Beilinson and Saito [22], we will call Hn

AH
(Y,M) the absolute Hodge

cohomology of M. By abuse of notation, we will also write “rat” for the cycle class map
Hn

D
(Y,Z(p))→ Hn(Y,Z(p)).

3.2. Suppose j : S → S̄ is the inclusion of a Zariski open subset of a smooth complex
algebraic variety and s ∈ S̄ (C). Let i : {s} → S̄ denote the inclusion. If H is an admissible
variation of mixed Hodge structure on S , we adopt the notation of (2.1) and write

IHn
AH(S̄ ,H) = HomDb MHM(S̄)(Q[dS − n], j!∗H[dS ])

IHn
AH(H)s = HomDb MHS(Q[dS − n], i∗ j!∗H[dS ]).

We can now amplify Theorem 2.11.

Proposition 3.3. Let j : S → S̄ be an open immersion of smooth complex varieties and
let H be a variation of pure Hodge structure of weight −1 on S . Then, for i : {s} → S̄ the
inclusion of a closed point, the diagram

NF(S ,H)ad ⊗ Q

σs

��

IH1
AH(S̄ ,HQ)=oo rat // IH1(S̄ ,HQ)

i∗

��
H1(HQ)s IH1(HQ)s

oo

commutes.

Proof. This is consequence of (2.22), Corollary 2.21 and the notation of (3.1) which con-
verts the top line of (2.22) into absolute Hodge cohomology groups. �

Remark 3.4. Since the map IH1(H)s → H1(H)s is an injection by Lemma 2.3 and the map
σs : NF(S ,H)ad → H1(H)s factors through IH1(H)s, we can write σs(ν) for the class of
an admissible normal function ν in IH1(H)s.

4. T   B-B-D & S

Let f : X → S denote a projective morphism between smooth complex algebraic
varieties. The fundamental theorem alluded to in the title of this section states that there is
a direct sum decomposition

(4.1) f∗Q[dX] = ⊕Hi( f∗Q[dX])[−i]
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in MHM(S ) [20, Corollary 1.11]. Moreover, the object f∗Q[dX] in Db MHM(S) is pure of
weight dX; equivalently, the mixed Hodge modules Hi( f∗Q[dX]) occurring in the decom-
position are pure of weight dX + i [19, Theorem 1].

4.2. The decomposition of (4.1) is not unique. However, given the choice of a relatively
ample line bundle L for f , Deligne has shown that there exist canonical decompositions
that induce the identity on Hi( f∗Q[dX]). One of these, the decomposition of [8, Proposition
3.5], is constructed by producing an sl2 triple and is self-dual. It depends on c1(L) :
f∗Q[dX] → f∗[dX](1)[2] but is otherwise canonical. In particular, it is functorial with
respect to maps which preserve c1(L). Although it is not necessary in this paper, we fix
this decomposition.

4.3. The summands appearing in (4.1) can be further decomposed by codimension of strict
support [20, 3.2.6]: we can write

(4.4) Hi( f∗Q[dX]) = ⊕Ei,Z( f )

where Z is a closed subscheme of S and Ei,Z( f ) is a Hodge module supported on Z with
no sub or quotient object supported in a proper subscheme of Z.

Let us set Ei j( f ) = ⊕codimS Z= jEi,Z( f ). We then have a decomposition

(4.5) f∗Q[dX] = ⊕Ei j( f )[−i].

We write Ei,Z (resp. Ei j) for Ei,Z( f ) (resp. Ei j( f )) when there is no chance of confusion.
We write Πi j : f∗Q[dX]→ Ei j[−i] for the projection map and

∐
i j : Ei j[−i]→ f∗Q[dX] for

the inclusion. (We suppress the indices and write Π and
∐

instead of Πi j and
∐

i j when no
confusion can arise.)

Observation 4.6. Let p ∈ S (C) and form the pullback diagram

(4.7) Xp //

fp

��

X

f

��
{p} i // S .

The decomposition in (4.5) gives decompositions

⊕ Πi j : Hn
AH(X,Q[dX])

�
→ ⊕i jHn−i

AH(S , Ei j);

⊕ Πi j : Hn
AH(Xp,Q[dX])

�
→ ⊕i jHn−i

AH(i∗Ei j);

⊕ Πi j : Hn(X,Q[dX])
�
→ ⊕i jHn−i(S , Ei j);

⊕ Πi j : Hn(Xp,Q[dX])
�
→ ⊕i jHn−i(Ei j)p.

The restriction morphisms on cohomology Hn(X,Q[dX])→ Hn(Xp,Q[dX]) and Hn
AH

(X,Q[dX])→
Hn

AH
(Xp,Q[dX])) are the direct sums of the morphisms

Hn−i(S , Ei j)→ Hn−i(Ei j)p and

Hn−i
AH(S , Ei j)→ Hn−i

AH(i∗Ei j).

Furthermore, the morphism rat commutes with restriction from X to Xp. The above asser-
tions follow from proper base change [19, 4.4.3] for the cartesian diagram (4.7) and the
commutativity of rat with the six functors of Grothendieck.
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Proposition 4.8. With the notation of (4.5), let j : S sm → S denote the largest Zariski
open subset of S over which f is smooth, and let f sm : Xsm → S sm denote the pull-back of
f to S sm. Then

Ei0 = j!∗((Ri+dX−dS f sm
∗ Q)[dS ]).

Proof. Set F = j!∗((Ri+dX−dS f sm
∗ Q)[dS ]). Clearly j∗Ei0 = (Ri+dX−dS f sm

∗ Q)[dS ]. Since Ei0 is
pure, it follows that Ei0 contains F as a direct factor. Since any complement of F in Ei0
would have to be supported on a proper subscheme of S , the proposition follows from the
definition of Ei0. �

Corollary 4.9. With the notation as in (4.8), set Hi := Ri f sm
∗ Q, a variation of Hodge

structures of weight i on S sm. Then

(i) The group IHr(S ,Hi) (resp. IHr
AH(S ,Hi)) is a direct factor in Hr+i(X,Q) (resp.

Hr+i
AH

(X,Q));
(ii) for p ∈ S , IHr(Hi)p (resp. IHr

AH(H)p) is a direct factor in Hr+i(Xp,Q) (resp.
Hr+i

AH
(Xp,Q)).

(iii) Moreover the morphism rat is compatible with the morphisms Π and
∐

inducing
the direct factors.

Proof. This follows from directly from Observation 4.6. �

4.10. Using the notation of (4.4), write Zi j( f ) = supp Ei j( f ) (and write Zi j for Zi j( f )).
Then Zi j is a reduced closed subscheme of S of codimension j. There exists an open dense
subscheme gi j : Ui j ↪→ Zi j and a variation of pure Hodge structures Hi j on Ui j such that
Ei j = (gi j)!∗Hi j[dS − j]. Clearly we can take Ui0 = S sm and

Hi0 = Hi+dX−dS .

The variation H2k−1(k) on S sm is a Q − VMHS of weight −1 on S for each integer k
arising from an integral variation. Then by Corollary 2.21,

IH1
AH(S ,H2k−1(k)) = NF(S sm,H2k−1(k))ad .

By Corollary 4.9, the above is a direct factor in H2k
AH

(X,Q(k)). Therefore, the composition

H2k
AH(X,Q(k)) = H2k

AH(S , f∗Q(k))
Π
→ IH1

AH(S ,H2k−1(k))

associates an admissible Q-normal function to every absolute Hodge cohomology class.
Moreover, suppose p ∈ S and let i : {p} → S denote the inclusion. Set r = 2k−dX + dS −1
so that Hr0 = H2k−1. Applying the functor i∗ to the projection Π : f∗Q[dX]→ Er0[−r] and
using proper base change, we obtain a commutative diagram

(4.11) H2k
AH

(X,Q(k)) Π //

i∗

��

NF(S sm,H2k−1(k))ad

i∗

��
H2k(Xp,Q(k)) Π // IH1(H2k−1)p.

In the next section we will use this diagram to establish Theorem 1.3. To this end, first
note the i∗ : NF(S sm,H2k−1(k))ad → IH1(H2k−1)p is nothing other than the map σp taking
a normal function to its singularity. This follows from Remark 2.7 and Theorem 2.11.

Now, note that we can write H2k−1 = Hinv
2k−1 ⊕Hvan

2k−1 where Hinv
2k−1 is constant and Hvan

2k−1
has no global sections on P. (See [22, 4.1.2]). We then see that IH1(Hinv

2k−1)p = 0 as
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j!∗Hinv
2k−1[dS ] is simply a constant sheaf shifted by dS . Therefore, using the obvious projec-

tion map NF(S sm,H2k−1(k))ad → NF(S sm,Hvan
2k−1)ad = NF(S sm,H2k−1)ad /NF(S sm,Hinv

2k−1)ad

we obtain a commutative diagram

(4.12) H2k
AH

(X,Q(k)) Π //

i∗

��

NF(S sm,Hvan
2k−1(k))ad

i∗

��
H2k(Xp,Q(k)) Π // IH1(H2k−1(k))p.

5. V

Let X be a smooth projective variety of dimension 2n and L be a very ample line bundle
on X. Let π : X → P̄ be the associated incidence variety constructed in section 1. In this
section, we prove an analogue of the Weak Lefschetz theorem for the map π.

Theorem 5.1 (Perverse Weak Lefschetz). Let π : X → P̄ be as in (1.1) with d = dim P̄,
and let Ei j = Ei j(π) be as in (4.5). Then

(i) Ei j = 0 unless i = 0 or j = 0.
(ii) Ei0 = Hi(X,Q[2n − 1]) ⊗ QP̄[d] for i < 0.

Proof. Let pr2 : X×P̄→ P̄ denote the projection on the second factor and let g : U → X×P̄
denote the complement of X in X × P̄. We then have a commutative diagram

X
i //

π
""DD

DD
DD

DD
D X × P̄

pr2

��

U

p
||zz

zz
zz

zz
z

goo

P̄

where we write p : U → P̄ for pr2|U .
Note that g : U → X× P̄ is an affine open immersion. Therefore g!Q[2n + d] is perverse

and we have an exact sequence

(5.2) 0→ i∗Q[2n + d − 1]→ g!Q[2n + d]→ Q[2n + d]→ 0

in MHM(X × P̄) [3, Corollaire 4.1.3].
Applying pr2 to (5.2) gives a distinguished triangle

(5.3) π∗Q[2n + d − 1]→ p!Q[2n + d]→ pr2∗ Q[2n + d]→ (π∗Q[2n + d − 1])[1]

in Db MHM(P̄). Since p is affine, p! is left t-exact [3, Corollaire 4.1.2]. Thus, Hi(p!Q[2n +

d]) = 0 in MHM(P̄) for i < 0. It follows then that Hi−1(pr2∗ Q[2n+d]) = Hi(π∗Q[2n+d−1])
for i < 0. Since Hi−1(pr2∗ Q[2n + d]) = Hi(X,Q[2n − 1]) ⊗ Q[d] = Ei0 by weak Lefschetz,
parts (i) and (ii) follow for i < 0.

To finish the proof of (i), note that, by the Hard Lefschetz Theorem [19, Theorem 1 (b)],

(5.4) Ei j � E−i, j(−i).

Therefore Ei j = 0 for i > 0 unless j = 0. �

Lemma 5.5. Let p ∈ P̄(C). Then Hk(Ei j)p = 0 for k < j − d.

Proof. We have Ei j = (gi j)!∗Hi j[d − j] with the notation as in (4.10). The result follows
from [3, Proposition 2.1.11]. �
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Corollary 5.6. Let p ∈ P̄(C), then

H2n(Xp,Q) = H−d(E10)p ⊕ H−d+1(E00)p ⊕ H−d+1(E01)p.

Proof. By (4.6),

H2n(Xp,Q) = H1−d(Xp,Q[dX])

= ⊕i jH1−d−i(Ei j)p.

By Theorem 5.1 and (5.4), we see that, for i , 0,

Hk(Ei0)p =

Hi(X,Q[2n − 1]) k = −d
0 else.

Therefore, the only summand H1−d−i(Ei j)p contributing to H2n(Xp,Q) with i , 0 is H−d(E10)p.
Thus

(5.7) H2n(Xp,Q) = H−d(E10)p ⊕ (
⊕

j

H1−d(E0 j)p.

However, by Lemma 5.5, H1−d(E0 j)p = 0 for j > 1. �

In fact, the term E01 is not difficult to compute and often trivial. It is governed by
Lefschetz pencils.

Definition 5.8. Let P(L) be a property of ample line bundles. We say that P holds for
L � 0 if for every ample line bundle L there is an integer N such that P(Ln) holds for
n > N.

5.9. By [1, XVII, Theorem 2.5], the projective embedding of X via the complete linear
system |L| is a Lefschetz embedding. Therefore, we can find a Lefschetz pencil Λ ⊂ P̄.
To each p ∈ Λ ∩ X∨ one has vanishing cycles δp ∈ H2n−1(Xη,Q) where η denotes a point
of Λ(C) such that Xη is smooth. We say that the vanishing cycles are non-trivial if δp , 0
for some p ∈ Λ ∩ X∨. Note that this property depends only on L: it is independent of the
choice of Λ ⊂ P̄. By the well-known fact that the vanishing cycles are conjugates of each
other by the global monodromy of the Lefschetz fibration, it is equivalent to saying that
Λ ∩ X∨ , ∅ and δp , 0 for all p ∈ Λ ∩ X∨.

Proposition 5.10. For L � 0, the vanishing cycles are non-trivial.

Proof. See [1, XVIII, Corollaire 6.4]. �

Theorem 5.11. If the vanishing cycles are non-trivial, we have E01 = 0; otherwise, H01 is
a rank 1 variation of pure Hodge structure supported on a dense open subset of X∨.

Proof. See [1, XVIII, Théorèm 6.3 and XV, Théorèm 3.4]. �

Remark 5.12. N. Fakhruddin has shown that, if L � 0, we have Ei j = 0 for all i and for
all j > 0. The proof, which appears in the Appendix, relies on the fact that, for L � 0, the
locus of hypersurfaces in |L| with non-isolated singularities has codimension larger than
the dimension of the hypersurfaces.

Example 5.13. Let X � P2 and set L = OP2 (2). Then dim X = 6 and dim P = 5. We
have E−1,0 = Q[5], E0,0 = 0 and E1,0 = Q(−1)[5]. Since the vanishing cycles are trivial
(H1(Xη) = 0 and any Lefschetz pencil contains a singular conic), H01 is non-zero. In fact,
let V denote the locus of point p ∈ P such that Xp is the union of two distinct lines. Note
that V is a dense open subset of X∨ and π1(V) � Z/2. It is easy to see that H01 is the
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unique non-trivial rank 1 variation of Hodge structure of weight 2 on V . Moreover, it is
not difficult to see that E0 j = 0 for j > 1.

6. H C

In this section, we complete the proofs of the main results of the paper. We begin with
the first Theorem of the introduction.

Proof of Theorem 1.3. We want to build the commutative diagram in Theorem 1.3 from
the diagram (4.12). To do this, recall that we have an extension

0→ Jn(X)→ H2n
D(X,Z(n))

rat
→ Hn,n(X,Z(n))→ 0

and write H2n
D

(X,Z(n))prim for the inverse image of Hn,n(X,Z(n))prim in H2n
D

(X,Z(n)). Recall
that the map AJ : Hn,n(X,Z(n))prim → NF(P,H)ad /Jn(X) is defined as follows. For γ ∈
Hn,n(X,Z(n))prim, we choose ζ ∈ H2n

D
(X,Z(n)) such that rat(ζ) = γ. Then, for q ∈ P,

AJ(γ)(q) is the restriction of ζ to q modulo Jn(X). This restriction, ζq, lands in Jn(Hq)
because we have an extension

0→ Jn(Hq)→ H2n
D(Xq,Z(n))→ Hn,n(Xq,Z(n))→ 0

and, from the fact that γ ∈ Hn,n(X,Z(n))prim, the restriction of γ to Hn,n(Xq,Z(n)) is 0. Since
ζ is well-defined modulo Jn(X), we see that AJ(ζ) is as well.

Now, define AJ : H2n
D

(X,Z(n))prim → NF(P,H)ad /Jn(X) to be the composition of AJ :
Hn,n(X,Z(n))prim → NF(P,H)ad /Jn(X) with rat : H2n

D
(X,Z(n))prim → Hn,n(X,Z(n))prim. We

claim that we have a commutative diagram

(6.1) H2n
D

(X,Z(n))prim AJ //

pr∗

��

NF(P,H)ad /Jn(X)

⊗Q

��
H2n

AH
(X,Q(n)) Π // NF(P,Hvan

Q
).

where here Π = Π0,0.
To prove the claim, suppose ζ ∈ H2n

D
(X,Z(n))prim. Set ω := pr∗ ζ ∈ H2n

AH
(X,Q(n)) =

H−d+1
AH

(X,Q(n)[2n+d−1]). We can use the decomposition π∗Q(n)[2n+d−1] = ⊕Ei j[−i] and
write ωi j for the component of ω in H−d+1

AH
(X,Q(n)[2n + d − 1]) = ⊕H−d+1

AH
(P̄, Ei j[−i]). To

conclude that (6.1) commutes, we will use Proposition 4.5 of [22] which directly implies
that two Q-normal functions on P are equal if and only if their restrictions to all points
q ∈ P are equal. Therefore, it suffices to show that, for any q ∈ P, ωq = (ω00)q ∈

H2n
AH

(Xq,Q(n)). In other words, it suffices to show that, for (i, j) , (0, 0), (ωi j)q = 0.
Now, for j , 0 and q ∈ P, it is clear that (ωi j)q = 0. Therefore, we can assume j = 0.

Pick i , 0. Then Ei0 = K[d] where K is a constant variation of pure Hodge structure
(determined explicitly in Theorem 5.1). Therefore, we have

H−d+1
AH (X, Ei0[−i]) = Ext−d+1

D[ MHM(P̄)(QP̄,K[d − i])

= Ext1−i
Db MHM(P̄)(QP̄,K).

Thus the restriction of ωi0 to q ∈ P lies in Ext1−i
MHS(Q,Kq). This group is 0 unless i = 0 or

1. Hence (ωi0)q = 0 unless i = 0 or i = 1. If i = 1, then K is a constant variation of pure
Hodge structure of weight 0 with Kq = H2n(Xq,Q(n)). The image of ω10 under the map

Ext1−i
MHS(Q,Kq) = HomMHS(Q,Kq)

rat
→ HomVect(Q,Kq)
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coincides with the image of ζ in H2n(Xq,Q(n)). Since rat is an injection and ζ is primitive,
it follows that the restriction of (ω10)q = 0.

By (4.12), we see that

(6.2) H2n
AH

(X,Q(n)) Π //

i∗◦rat
��

NF(P,Hvan
Q

)

i∗

��
H2n(Xp,Q(n)) Π // IH1(HQ)p

commutes. Joining (6.1) and (6.2), we obtain a commuative diagram

(6.3) H2n
D

(X,Z(n))prim AJ //

��

NF(P,H)ad /Jn(X)

��
H2n(Xp,Q(n)) Π // IH1(HQ)p

where the arrows emanating from the top left corner both factor through the quotient
Hn,n(X,Z)prim of H2n

D
(X,Z(n)). Now, define βp : H2n(Xp,Q(n)) → (R1 j∗HQ)p to be the

composition of Π : H2n(Xp,Q(k))→ IH1(HQ)p with the inclusion IH1(HQ)p → (R1 j∗HQ).
We then obtain the commutative diagram of Theorem 1.3 by using the natural inclusion of
IH1(HQ)p in (R1 j∗HQ)p.

To prove part (ii) of Theorem 1.3, first note that, by Proposition 5.10 and Theorem 5.11,
we can find k large enough so that, when P̄ = |Lk |, we have E01 = 0. Then proper base
change shows that

H2n(Xp,Q(n)) = IH0(H2n(n))p ⊕ IH1(H)p.

If ζ ∈ Hn,n(X,Z)prim, then the image of ζ in H0(P,H2n) is 0. It follows that the image
of ζ under restriction to IH0(H2n(n))p is 0. Thus αp(ζ) = i∗(ζQ) ∈ IH1(H). From this, and
Lemma 2.3, we see that we have proved part (ii) of the theorem. �

The proof of Theorem 1.6 in the introduction used a statement that was essentially the
Poincaré dual of the remark at the bottom of page 181 of [26]. For the convenience of the
reader, we will prove this dual statement and the statement dual to the main result of [26].

6.4. Let Y be a smooth projective complex variety and let k ∈ Z. We write Algk Y for the
subspace of Hk,k(Y,Q) consisting of algebraic cycles. The Hodge conjecture for Y is the
statement that Algk Y = Hk,k(Y,Q) for all k. By Poincaré duality and the Hodge-Riemann
bilinear relations, the cup product

∪ : H2k(Y,Q(k)) ⊗ H2(dY−k)(Y,Q(dY − k))→ H2dY (Y,Q(dY )) = Q

restricts to a give a perfect pairing

Hk,k(Y,Q) ⊗ HdY−k,dY−k(Y,Q)→ Q.

Therefore, the Hodge conjecture for Y is equivalent to the assertion that the perpendicular
subspace (Algk Y)⊥ ⊂ HdY−k,dY−k(Y,Q) is zero.

Theorem 6.5. The following statements are equivalent:
(i) The Hodge conjecture holds for all smooth projective complex varieties Y.

(ii) Let (X,L) be a pair as in 1.1. Then, for every class ζ ∈ Hn,n(X,Q(n)), there exists
an integer k and a hyperplane section Z ∈ |Lk | with only ODP singularities such
that 0 , ζ|Z ∈ H2n(Z,Q(n)).
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(iii) Let (X,L) be a pair as in 1.1. Then, for every class ζ ∈ Hn,n(X,Q(n), there exists
an integer k and a hyperplane section Z ∈ |Lk | such that 0 , ζ|Z ∈ H2n(Z,Q(n)).

Remark 6.6. To be precise, (i)⇔ (ii) is Poincaré dual to the main result of [26] while the
equivalence of (i) annd (iii) is dual to an observation of B. Totaro stated as a remark in [26,
p. 181].

Proof. (i)⇒ (ii): By assumption, the Hodge conjecture holds for X. Therefore, we can find
a subvariety W of codimension n in X such that [W] · ζ is non-zero. Thus ζ|W , 0. Now, for
k � 0, we can find a hyperplane section Z with only ODP singularities containing W [26,
Theorem 4.2]. Therefore, ζ|Z is non-zero.

(ii)⇒ (iii): obvious.
(iii)⇒ (i): Following [23, p. 88], we let HC(Y, p) denote the Hodge conjeture for codi-

mension p cycles on a smooth, complex variety Y . Then we prove (iii)⇒ (i) by induction
on dY .

By our induction, we can assume that p ≤ dY/2, since, when p > dY/2, [23, Remark 1.3
(ii)] shows that HC(Y, p) holds as long as HC(Z, p − 1) holds for Z any smooth hyperplane
section of Y . Similarly, we can assume that p ≥ dY/2, since, when p < dY/2, [23] also
shows that HC(Y, p) holds as long as HC(Z, p) and HC(Z, p − 1) hold for Z a generic
hyperplane section of Y . Therefore, we are reduced to proving HC(X, n) for X a variety of
dimension 2n. By (6.4), to do this, it is sufficient to prove that, for every ζ ∈ Hn,n(X,Q(n)),
there is an n-dimensional subvariety W of X such that 0 , ζ ∪ cl([W]) ∈ H4n(X,Q(2n)).

By assumption, there is an integer k and a hyperplane section Z ∈ |Lk | such that ζ|Z is
non-zero. Let f : Z̃ → Z denote a resolution of singularities of Z and write g : Z̃ → X for
the composition of f with the inclusion of Z into X. Then g∗(ζ) ∈ Hn,n(Z̃,Q(n)). By (6.4),
there is a Hodge class ω ∈ Hn−1,n−1(Z̃,Q(n− 1)) such that 0 , g∗(ζ)∪ω ∈ H4n−2(Z̃,Q(2n−
2)). By induction, ω is algebraic. Thus ω = cl(

∑
αi[Wi]) for some subvarieties Wi of Z̃

of codimension n − 1 (= dimension n) in Z̃. It follows that ζ ∪ g∗(ω) = g∗(g∗ζ ∪ ω) , 0.
Therefore, there exists some i such that ζ ∪ [g∗Wi] , 0. �

This completes the proof of the main claims in the introduction, Theorems 1.3 and 1.6.

7. S   

This last section will be devoted to recovering the Theorem of [10]. As mentioned in
the introduction, this will entail studying what happens to singularities of normal functions
when the base is blown up.

Lemma 7.1. Let S be a smooth complex algebraic variety, let H be a variation of Q-
Hodge structure of weight −1 on S and let U ⊂ S be a non-empty Zariski open subset.
Then the restriction map

NF(S ,H)ad → NF(U,H|U)ad

is an isomorphism.

Proof. Using resolution of singularities, find an open immersion j : S → S̄ with S̄ proper.
Let jU : U → S̄ denote the inclusion. then jU!∗H[dU] = j!∗H[dS ]. Therefore, by Corol-
lary 2.21,

NF(S ,H)ad = Ext1MHM(S̄ )(Q[dS ], j!∗H[dS ])

= Ext1MHM(S̄ )(Q[dS ], jU!∗H[dS ])

= NF(U,H|U)ad
S̄ = NF(U,H|U)ad .
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�

Let S be a smooth complex algebraic variety. We define a category GS as follows:
Objects of GS are weight −1 variations of Q-Hodge structure defined on some non-empty
Zariski open subset U of S . If H and K are objects in GS defined on open sets U and V
respectively, then a morphism φ : H → K is a morphism of variations of Hodge structure
from H|U∩V to K|U∩V . We call GS the category of variations of Hodge structure over the
generic point of S . Note that, if we let MHM(S )a,b denote the full subcategory of MHM(S )
consisting of pure objects of weight a with support of pure codimension b, then GS is
equivalent to MHM(S )dS−1,0. This equivalence is brought about by the functor sending H

supported on a Zariski open j : U ↪→ S to the mixed Hodge module j!∗H[dS ].
Let H and K be two objects in GS with H defined on a Zariski open subset U ⊂ S and

K defined on a Zariski open subset V ⊂ S . A morphism φ : H → K in GS induces a
morphism

φ∗ : NF(U,H)ad → NF(V,K)ad

via the composition

NF(U,H)ad � NF(U ∩ V,H)ad φ∗
→ NF(U ∩ V,K)ad � NF(V,K)ad .

It follows that the group NF(H)ad
Q

of admissible Q-normal functions of an object in GS is
an isomorphism invariant.

7.2. Let f : S d P be a dominant rational map between smooth projective varieties. Then
f induces a functor f ∗ : GP → GS defined as follows. Given H defined on a Zariski open
subset U of P, let V denote the largest Zariski open subset of U over which f is defined.
The functor sends H to f ∗H|V . A similar construction defines f ∗ of a morphism. Note that
we have a natural map

f ∗ : NF(H)ad → NF( f ∗H)ad .

defined by pulling back the extension classes. In particular, if f is a birational map,
NF(H)ad

Q
� NF( f ∗H)ad

Q
.

In an earlier version of this paper we made the following conjecture.

Conjecture 7.3. Let f : S̄ d P̄ be a birational map between smooth projective varieties,
let H be a weight −1 variation of Hodge structure over the generic point of P̄ and let
ν ∈ NF(H)ad . Then if ν is singular on P̄, f ∗ν is singular on S̄ .

Unfortunately, this conjecture turns out to be false. N. Fakhruddin and M. Saito have
independently provided us with counterexamples very similar to the following.

Example 7.4. Take P̄ to be P2 and S̄ to be the blow up of P2 at the origin in A2. Let
π : P2 \ {[1, 0, 0]} → P1 be the map [x0, x1, x2] 7→ [x1, x2]. Let H be a variation of weight
−1 on P1 \ {0, 1,∞} admitting an admissible normal function ν such that the class of ν in
IH1(P1,H) is non-zero. (For example, one can take H to be H1(Eλ) where Eλ is a family
of elliptic curves admitting a non-torsion section.) If we pull back ν to a Zariski dense
open subset of P̄ via the map π, we find that π∗ν is singular at [1, 0, 0]: One can identify
H1(H)[1,0,0] with H1(P1 \ {0, 1,∞},H) and, under this identification the class in the later
corresponds to the singularity in the former. However, by direct computation we can see
that, when pulled back further to S̄ , ν has no singularities.

Our initial motivation for stating Conjecture 7.3 was the the comparison of Theorem 1.6
with the analogous assertions made in [10]. To explain this motivation, we briefly recall the
assertions of [10]. Let X, P, P̄,X and X∨ be as in (1.1). In [10], the authors apply resolution
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of singularities to produce a projective variety S̄ equipped with a birational morphism
f : S̄ → P̄ such that f −1X∨ is a divisor with normal crossings. Let us call such an S̄ a
resolution of the dual variety. The authors of [10] then make the following conjecture.

Conjecture 7.5. For every non-torsion primitive Hodge class ζ, there is an integer k and
a resolution f : S̄ → P̄ = |Lk | of the dual variety such that f ∗ AJ(ζ) in NF( f ∗H)ad /Jn(X)
has a non-torsion singularity on S̄ .

One of the main assertions of [10] is that Conjecture 7.5 holds (for all even dimensional
X) if and only if the Hodge conjecture holds (for all smooth projective algebraic varieties).
In fact, we will now prove this assertion by proving that Conjecture 7.3 does hold in a
special case.

We begin by establishing a special case of Conjecture 7.3.

Proposition 7.6. Let P̄ be a smooth projective variety, H a variation of pure Hodge struc-
ture of weight −1 on the generic point of P̄ and f : S → P̄ a dominant morphism. Let
ν ∈ NF(H)ad . If f ∗ν is singular on S , then ν is singular on P̄.

Remark 7.7. In the following proof and the rest of this section, we will work with con-
structible sheaves as opposed to perverse sheaves. To ease the notation, when F is a con-
structible sheaf and f is a morphism of complex schemes, we will write f∗F for the usual
(not derived) operation on constructible sheaves and Ri f∗F for the constructible higher
direct image.

Proof. Suppose that H is smooth over a dense Zariski open subset j : U ↪→ P̄. The Leray
spectral sequence for R j∗H gives an exact sequence

(7.8) 0→ H1(P̄,R0 j∗H)→ H1(U,H)
s j
→ H0(P̄,R1 j∗H)

and ν is singular on P̄ if and only if s j(cl ν) , 0. The proposition follows by functoriality
of the Leray spectral sequence applied to the pullback diagram

(7.9) f −1U
jS //

��

S

f

��
U

j // P̄
�

Corollary 7.10. Conjecture 7.5 implies Conjecture 1.5.

We now begin the proof of the reverse implication.

Lemma 7.11. Let f : S → P be a morphism of smooth, complex algebraic varieties. Let
U be a non-empty Zariski open subset of P such that V := f −1U is Zariski dense in S , and
let V be a Q-local system on U. Form the cartesian diagram

V
i //

g

��

S

f
��

U
j // P

using the letters on the arrows as the names for the obvious maps. Then the base change
map f ∗ j∗V→ i∗g∗V is an injection of constructible sheaves.
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Proof. Suppose that s ∈ S (C) and that p = f (s) ∈ P(C). We can find a small ball B about
p ∈ P such that B ∩ U is connected, and, for z ∈ B ∩ U, ( f ∗ j∗V)s = Vπ1(B∩U,z)

z . We can
then find a small ball D ⊂ f −1B containing s such that D ∩ V is connected, and then for
w ∈ D∩ V , (i∗g∗V)s = Vπ1(D∩V,w)

w . Without loss of generality, we can assume that f (w) = z.
Since the action of π1(D∩ V,w) on Vw then factors through π1(B∩U, z), it follows that the
base-change map f ∗ j∗V→ i∗g∗V is injective. �

Theorem 7.12 (M. Saito). Let p : X → C be a proper, flat morphism from an even
dimensional complex algebraic variety X to a smooth curve C. Assume that the generic
fiber is smooth and that, for any closed point c ∈ C, Xc has only finitely many singularities
each of which is an ODP. Then the intersection complex of Xc is given by Q[dim Xc].

Proof. This is Theorem 3 of [25]. �

Lemma 7.13. Let C be a smooth curve and c ∈ C(C) and set C′ = C \ {c}. Let π : X→ C
be a flat, projective morphism from a complex algebraic scheme X, and let π′ denote the
restriction of π to X′ := π−1C′. Suppose that π′ is smooth of relative dimension 2k − 1
for k an integer and that Xc has at worst ODP singularities. Set H = R2k−1π′∗Q(k) and let
j : C′ → C denote the open immersion including C′ in C. Then

H2k−1(Xc,Q)
�
→ ( j∗H)c

via the natural morphism coming from proper base change.

Proof. By Theorem 7.12, we have ICX = Q[2k]. Set H := R2k−1π′∗Q. The lemma then
claims that H2k−1(Xc,Q)

�
→ i∗ j∗H.

To prove this, write i : {c} → C for the inclusion, pick a parameter z at C on C and write
φz for the vanishing cycles functor.

Now, we can use the decomposition theorem to write Rπ∗Q[2k] = ⊕Ei j[−i] with Ei j =

Ei j(π). The Ei0 are given by j!∗Hi[1] for Hi = Rk−1+iπ′∗Q and the Ei1 are supported on
c. For j > 1 clearly Ei j = 0. Now Rπ∗φzQ[2k], which is equal to φzRπ∗Q[2k], is simply
QV [0] for some non-negative integer V because φzQ[2k] is supported on the singular points
of Xc. It follows that φzEi j = 0 unless i = 0. This immediately implies that Ei1 = 0 unless
i = 0. It also implies that the Hi have trivial monodromy about c unless i = 0. Therefore,
H0(i∗Ei j) = 0 unless i = 0. Note that also H1(i∗Ei j) = 0 for all j by the definition of per-
verse sheaves. From this, we obtain that H2k−1(Xc,Q) = H−1(i∗Rπ∗Q[2k]) = H−1(i∗E00) =

H−1(i∗ j!∗H[1]) = ( j∗H)c. �

We now consider a situation where we can show that the base change morphism of
Lemma 7.11 induces an isomorphism.

Lemma 7.14. Let h : X → P be a proper, flat morphism of relative dimension 2 j − 1
between smooth complex varieties such that h is smooth over a dense Zariski open subset
U ⊂ P and, for all p ∈ P, Xp presents at worst ODP singularities. Set H = R2k−1h∗Q(n)|U .
Let f : S → P be a morphism from a smooth variety such that V := f −1U is dense in S .
Form the cartesian diagram of Lemma 7.11. Then the base change morphism induces an
isomorphism f ∗ j∗H → i∗g∗H of sheaves.

Proof. We have already shown that the map is an injection. To prove surjectivity, we are
going to use the local invariant cycle theorem of [3].

Pick s ∈ S (C). We can find a smooth curve C passing through s such that C′ := C ∩ V
is dense in C. Since h : X→ P is flat, hC : XC → C is also flat. It follows that

((i|C′ )∗H|C′ )c � H2k−1Xc.
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On the other hand, since X is smooth, the local invariant cycle theorem shows that

H2k−1Xc � ( j∗H) f (c).

Therefore we have a sequence

H2k−1Xc � ( j∗H) f (c) ↪→ (i∗g∗H)c ↪→ ((i|C′ )∗H|C′ )c � H2k−1Xc.

Since the composition is the identity, the maps in the sequence are all isomorphisms. �

The idea for the proof of the following theorem was communicated to us by N. Fakhrud-
din.

Theorem 7.15. Let f : X → Y be a proper birational morphism between complex varieties
with X normal and Y smooth. Then, for any closed point y ∈ Y, Xy is simply connected.

The theorem will follow from the following result which is essentially proper base
change for homotopy groups.

Lemma 7.16. Let f : X → Y be a proper morphism between schemes of finite type over
C. Let x be a closed point in X and y = f (x). Then, for any positive integer i, the natural
map πi(Xy, x) → lim

←−−
y∈V

πi( f −1V, x) is an isomorphism where the limit is taken over all open

neighborhoods V of y. Similarly, we have π0(Xy) � lim
←−−
y∈V

π0( f −1V).

Proof of Lemma 7.16. We work with the underlying topological spaces in the analytic
topology, and we abuse notation by writing X instead of X(C). We fix x as a base point for
all homotopy groups πi for i > 0 of spaces containing x.

By restricting to an affine open neighborhood of Y , we immediately reduce to the case
that Y is a Zariski closed subset of An. Then, by using the fact that closed immersions are
proper, we reduce to the case that Y = An. So let B be an open ball of radius 1 centered
at 0 in Y = An. Then, by [17, Theorem 2] or [13], we can find a triangulation of f −1B̄
with Xy as a subcomplex. Thus any open neighborhood U of Xy contained contains an
open neighborhood N which deformation retracts onto Xy by [12, Proposition A.5]. This
implies that the map πi(Xy) → lim

←−−
U

πi(U) is an isomorphism where the limit is taken over

all open neighborhoods U of Xy. Similarly, since f is proper, any open neighborhood U of
Xy contains an open neighborhood of the form f −1V for V an open neighborhood of y in
Y . It follows that the natural map lim

←−−
y∈U

πi(U)→ lim
←−−
y∈V

πi( f −1V) is an isomorphism. �

Proof of Theorem 7.15. Let Z be a closed subset of Y of codimension at least 2 such that
the rational map f −1 : Y \ Z → X is a morphism. Set E = f −1Z. Let V be an open ball
containing y in Y . Then V \ Z is simply conected because Z has codimension 2. Thus
f −1V \ E is simply connected. It follows that f −1V is connected. Moreover, since X is
normal and E has codimension at least 1, the map f −1V \ E → f −1V induces a sujection
π1( f −1V \ E, u) → π1( f −1V, u) for any choice of base point u ∈ f −1V \ E. Thus f −1V is
simply connected. Now, the sets of the form f −1V with V an open ball are left filtering and
left final within the system of all f −1V for V an open neighborhood of y. The result then
follows from Lemma 7.16. �

Lemma 7.17. Let f : X → Y be a projective birational morphism between smooth complex
varieties. Let F be a constructible sheaf of Q-vector spaces on P. Then

(i) the map F → f∗ f ∗F is an isomorphism of constructible sheaves;
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(ii) we have R1 f∗ f ∗F = 0.

Proof. It suffices to check both statements on the stalks. By using proper base change,
we see that the first statement follows from Zariski’s main theorem. Similarly, the second
statement follows from the fact that the fibers of a projective birational morphism between
separated schemes of finite type over C have trivial first rational cohomology by Theo-
rem 7.15. �

Theorem 7.18. Let h : X → P be as in Lemma 7.14 and let f : S → P be a projective
birational morphism. Let H and U be as in Lemma 7.14 and suppose that ν ∈ NF(U,H)ad

P .
Then ν has a non-torsion singularity on P if and only if f ∗ν has a non-torsion singularity
on S .

Proof. The “if” part follows from Proposition 7.6. To prove the “only if” direction, we
can assume without loss of generality that f : f −1U → U is an isomorphism. In other
words, we may replace the diagram (7.9) in the proof of Proposition 7.6 with the following
diagram

(7.19) S

f
��

U

jS
??~~~~~~~

j
// P.

By the functoriality of the sequence (7.8), we have a diagram

(7.20) 0 // H1(P,R0 j∗H)

��

// H1(U,H) //

�

��

H0(P,R1 j∗H)

��
0 // H1(S ,R0 jS ∗H) // H1(U,H) // H0(S ,R1 jS ∗H).

It suffices then to show that the map H1(P,R0 j∗H) → H1(S ,R0 jS ∗H) is an isomorphism.
For this, we apply the Leray spectral sequence coming from the map f : S → P. We have
an exact sequence

(7.21) 0→ H1(P, j∗H)→ H1(S , jS ∗H)→ H0(P,R1 f∗( jS ∗H)).

By Lemma 7.14, jS ∗H = f ∗ j∗H. Therefore, by Lemma 7.17, it follows that

R1 f∗( jS ∗H) = R1 f∗ f ∗ j∗H

= 0.

From the exactness of (7.21), it follows that the map H1(P, j∗H) → H1(S , jS ∗H) is an
isomorphism. �

Corollary 7.22. Conjectures 7.5 and 1.5 are equivalent.

Proof. We have already shown that Conjecture 7.5 implies Conjecture 1.5. To prove
the converse, we are going to use the main result of [26] in the form stated in Theo-
rem 6.5[(i)⇒(ii)].

Let X ⊂ Pn be a projective complex variety of dimension 2n with n an integer and let ζ
denote a primitive Hodge class on X.

Since Conjecture 1.5 holds, the Hodge conjecture also holds. Therefore, ζ is alge-
braic. By Thomas’ result, it follows that, for k � 0, we can find a hyperplane section
s ∈ H0(X,OX(k)) such that
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(i) ζ|V(s) is non-zero in H∗(V(s),Q);
(ii) V(s) has only ODP singularities.

By choosing k � 0, we can assume that the vanishing cycles of Lefschetz pencils in
|OX(k)| are non-trivial. Then set L = OX(k) and let P,X and π be the incidence scheme
in (1.1).

Let ν = AJ(ζ) ∈ NF(P,H)ad /Jn(X). By Theorem 1.3 (ii), we see that ν has a non-
torsion singularity at the point [s] ∈ P. Now suppose f : S → P is any proper birational
morphism. By restricting the locus in P of hyperplane sections intersecting X with only
ODP singularities, we see that f ∗ν has a non-torsion singularity on S as well. �

A A. B N F

Let X be a smooth projective variety of dimension n over C and Lk, k = 1, 2, . . . , r,
r ≤ n, be ample line bundles on X. Let dk, k = 1, 2, . . . , r, be positive integers such that
L dk

k is very ample for all k. Let Pk := |L dk
k | be the complete linear system associated to

L dk
k and let P =

∏
k Pk. Let X ⊂ X × P be the incidence variety. Since L dk

k is very ample
for all k, the morphism induced by the first projection pr : X → X is smooth, hence X
is a smooth projective variety. We denote by π : X → P the morphism induced by the
second projection, by dX the dimension of X and dP = dX − n + r that of P.

By the Decomposition Theorem of Beilinson, Bernstein, Deligne and Gabber [3] we
have

π∗Q[dX ] �
⊕

i

pHi(π∗Q[dX ])[−i] ,

in the bounded derived category of complexes with constructible cohomology on P, where
pH denotes perverse homology.

The theorem below is a more precise version of the Perverse Weak Lefschetz theorem
of Brosnan, Fang, Nie and Pearlstein (Theorem 5.1), but our hypotheses are stronger.

Theorem A.1. If all dk � 0, then

pHi(π∗Q[dX ]) �


Hn−r+i(X,Q) ⊗ QP[dP] for i < 0
Hn−r−i(X,Q)(−i) ⊗ QP[dP] for i > 0
j!∗(Rn−rπsm

∗ Q[dP]) for i = 0

where j : Psm → P is the inclusion of the open subset of P over which π is smooth and
πsm : π−1(Psm)→ Psm is the induced morphism.

Here, and in the sequel, when we say that a statement holds if all dk � 0, we mean that
there exists an integer N such that the statement holds whenever dk > N for k = 1, 2, . . . , r.

Remark A.2. By using Remark A.7 and Theorem 6 of [9], it can be seen from the proof
that we may take dk ≥ 2n + 2r − 3 for all k.

We will prove the theorem after a few lemmas.

Lemma A.3. Let X be a projective variety, L an ample line bundle on X and s > 0 an
integer. Then there exists an integer N such that for Z any closed subscheme of X of length
≤ s, IZ the ideal sheaf of Z, the natural map

H0(X,L d)→ H0(X,L d ⊗ OX/IZ)

is surjective for all d > N.
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Proof. This is well known, but we include a proof for the reader’s convenience.
It clearly suffices to consider subschemes of length s. Let Hilbs(X) be the Hilbert

scheme of length s subschemes of X and let Is be the ideal sheaf of the universal family on
Hilbs(X)×X. By definition of the Hilbert scheme, Is is flat over Hilbs(X). Let Ls = p∗2L ,
so Ls is relatively ample over Hilbs(X). Thus there exists N such Ri p1∗ (L d

s ⊗Is) = 0 for
all i > 0 and d > N. By the cohomology and base change theorem, more precisely [18,
Corollary 4, p.53], it follows that H1(X,L d ⊗IZ) = 0 for all Z as above and d > N. Then
the long exact sequence of cohomology associated to the short exact sequence of sheaves
on X

0→ L d ⊗IZ → L d → L d ⊗ OX/IZ → 0
implies the desired surjectivity. �

Remark A.4. Morihiko Saito has shown (personal communication) that for subschemes Z
of the form ∪m

i=1Spec (OX,xi/m
2
xi

), where x1, x2, . . . , xm are distinct points of X (these are
the only ones that we use below) and L very ample, one may take N to be 2m − 1.

Lemma A.5. Let Y be a smooth proper variety of dimension d + 1 > 1 and let L be a
line bundle on Y . If the base loci of |KY | and |L | do not contain any divisors, then for all
smooth divisors D in |L | the restriction map Hd(Y,Q)→ Hd(D,Q) is not surjective.

Proof. By Hodge theory it suffices to show that the restriction map Hd(Y,OY )→ Hd(D,OD)
is not surjective. From the long exact sequence of cohomology associated to the short exact
sequence of sheaves

0→ OY (−D)→ OY → OD → 0
one sees that this is equivalent to showing that the map Hd+1(Y,OY (−D)) → Hd+1(Y,OY )
is not injective. This, by Serre duality, is equivalent to showing that the map H0(Y,KY ) →
H0(Y,KY (D)) is not surjective, i.e. that D is not contained in the base locus of |KY (D)|. This
holds since the base loci of |KY | and |D| = |L | do not contain any divisors, so neither does
the base locus of |KY (D)|. �

From the lemma we see that the vanishing cycles in the setup of Proposition 5.10 are
non-trivial whenever KX is base point free, which is what we use below.

Now let the notation be as at the beginning of §A. For p ∈ P, let Xp := π−1(p) and for
m ∈ Z>0 and x̄ = (x1, x2, . . . , xm) ∈ Xm, let P(x̄) be the locus of all p ∈ P such that xi ∈ Xp

and for all i Xp is not smooth of dimension n − r at xi. Since π is proper, P(x̄) is a Zariski
closed subset of P. Let

Qm = {p ∈ P | dim Xp > n − r or #|Sing Xp| ≥ m}

and let
Q = {p ∈ P | dim Xp > n − r or dim Sing Xp > 0} .

Lemma A.6. For any m ∈ Z>0, if all dk � 0 then codimPQm ≥ m and hence codimPQ ≥ m.

Proof. Fix m ∈ Z>0. By applying Lemma A.3 with s = m(n+1) to each of the Lk, we may
assume that all dk � 0 so that the surjectivity statement of that lemma holds for L = Lk

and d = dk, k = 1, 2, . . . , r. For x ∈ X, let Zx be the subscheme Spec (OX,x/m2
x). The locus

of r × n matrices of rank < r is well known to be irreducible of codimension n − r + 1 in
the space of all r × n matrices [2, p. 67]. Whether or not an intersection of r hypersurfaces
is smooth of dimension n− r at x depends only on the hypersurfaces upto first order, so the
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surjectivity statement above applied to Zx implies that for x̄ = (x), P(x̄) is irreducible and
codimPP(x̄) = n + 1.

Now let Zx̄ = ∪m
i=1Spec (OX,xi/m

2
xi

). If all the xi are distinct, the surjectivity condition
on sections implies that the conditions for Xp to be singular at xi, i = 1, 2, . . . ,m, are all
independent. Thus codimPP(x̄) =

∑
i codimPP((xi)) = m(n + 1).

One sees from the definitions that Qm = ∪x̄∈Xm
0

P(x̄), where Xm
0 ⊂ Xm consists of m-tuples

of distinct elements of X. Since codimPP(x̄) = m(n + 1) for all x̄ ∈ Xm
0 and dim(Xm

0 ) = mn,
it follows that codimPQm ≥ m(n + 1) −mn = m. Since Q ⊂ Qm for all m, codimPQ ≥ m as
well. �

Remark A.7. It follows from Remark A.4 that we may take dk ≥ 2m − 1 for all k.

Proof of Theorem A.1. By applying Lemma A.6 with m = n + r − 1 we may assume that
all dk � 0 so that codimPQ ≥ n + r − 1.

By the Weak Lefschetz theorem and induction on r, the restriction maps H j(X,Q) →
H j(Xp,Q) are isomorphisms for p ∈ Psm and j < n − r, so Hn−r+i(X,Q) ⊗ Q[dP] is a
direct summand of pHi(π∗Q[dX ]) for i < 0. It follows from Poincaré duality for Xp,
with p ∈ Psm, that Hn−r−i(X,Q)(−i) ⊗ Q[dP] is a direct summand of pHi(π∗Q[dX ]) for
i > 0. By restricting to Psm one also sees that j!∗(Rn−rπsm

∗ Q[dP]) is a direct summand of
pH0(π∗Q[dX ]). The proper base change theorem applied to compute the cohomology of
Xp, p ∈ Psm, shows that for each i the above perverse sheaves are the only summands of
pHi(π∗Q[dX ]) which have support equal to P.

Suppose for some i, pHi(π∗Q[dX ]) has a non-zero summand E supported in Q. By
Verdier duality for the morphism π we may assume that i ≥ 0. Since E is perverse and
supported in codimension ≥ n+ r, it follows that Hl(π∗Q[dX ]) , 0 for some l ≥ −dX +2n
(since dP = dX −n+r), where Hl denotes the usual homology sheaf. Since dim(Xp) ≤ n−1
for all p ∈ P, we get a contradiction by applying the proper base change theorem to
compute the cohomology of Xp, for p a general point in the support of Hl(π∗Q[dX ]).
(This argument is taken from [5, Appendice A].)

Suppose pHi(π∗Q[dX ]) has a non-zero irreducible summand E with support S ( P. By
the previous paragraph, S 1 Q. If i > 0 or codimPS > 1, an application of the proper base
change theorem to compute the cohomology of Xp, with p a general point of S , contra-
dicts the duality theorem of Kaup [16, Theorem 1.8] which implies that Hn−r+i(Xp,Q) �
Hn−r−i(Xp,Q) � Hn−r−i(X,Q) for i > 1 and all p ∈ P\Q. So we must have i = 0 (by Verdier
duality) and codimPS = 1.

If r = 1, it is proved in 5.11 that if d1 is sufficiently large, then such an E cannot
exist; we use essentially the same argument. So assume that r > 1 and that such an E
exists. Let P′ = P1 × {p2} × · · · × {pr}, where pi, i = 2, . . . , r, are general points of Pi,
so P′ ∩ S is of codimension one in P′. Let Y be the intersection of the hypersurfaces in
X corresponding to the pi, i = 2, . . . , r. It is a smooth projective variety of dimension
n − r + 1. For p′ a general point of P′ ∩ S , the theory of Lefschetz pencils [1, Exposé
XVII] applied to Y and L := L d1

1 |Y , implies that Xp′ has a unique singularity which is
an ordinary double point. The adjunction formula for the canonical divisor and Lemma
A.5 applied to Y and L imply that if all dk � 0 the local system Rn−rπsm

∗ Q restricted to
Psm ∩ P′ is non-constant, hence the vanishing cycle corresponding to the double point is
non–trivial. The cohomological theory of Lefschetz pencils [1, Exposé XVIII] then implies
that Hn−r+1(Xp′ ,Q) � Hn−r+1(Xp,Q) where p is a general point of P, which, by the proper
base change theorem, implies that the restriction of E to p′ is zero. This is a contradiction,
since pi’s general implies that p′ is a general point of S . �
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Remark A.8. The version of Kaup’s duality theorem that we need may be deduced from
the fact that the constant sheaf QY [− dim Y] is perverse on a variety with l.c.i. singularities
[14, Lemma 2.1]. Instead of Kaup’s theorem one may also use the theory of nearby and
vanishing cycles from [1] after restricting the family to a suitable curve in the base. Lemma
A.5 may also be avoided by a generalisation of [1, Lemme 6.4.2] to complete intersections.
(For r = 1, [1, Lemme 6.4.2] is all we need.) With these replacements, it can be seen that
Theorem A.1 also holds over fields of positive characteristic.
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